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CRM means customer relationship management. The aim is to manage

the customer relationship. What does that mean? From the �rst meeting

at an event or a call in response to a recommendation, to the �rst

meeting, to the third deal that develops from this. All this should be

recorded: in a customer history. In the past, post its were written, today

there is Excel. Excel can do a lot, but most users know only 8% of the

possibilities and use only 3% of Excel. Of course, Excel can create reports,

but honestly, who does?

Which department head of a sales structure can tell his CEO at the push of

a button: my 10 employees currently have a total of 34 different offers in

the �eld, of which 9 are close to closing and 4 are brand new, and has

fundamental data for all 21 offers that are somewhere in between? Is

there data on how many leads it takes to close, how long it takes on

average from �rst contact to close, and what the repurchase rate and cross

selling ratio is?

I can only track, record and maintain all this sensibly with a CRM. I need to

manage my customer. Now, at the beginning of the twenties of this

century, this process has long been called customer journey. However, I

can only accompany my customer on his journey with me if I know exactly

where he is and how he is doing; and for this I need data and information.

What is a CRM?
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Which offer did he receive when and from which employee and at what

conditions (was there a promotion or was it Black Friday?). Who last spoke

to my customer on the phone and when, and what was she told, what

deadlines were agreed, are we waiting for the customer's reaction, or do we

still have to provide information? Who is in charge of the client and is the

time of resubmission right? Am I talking to the right person at all

(keyword business center, more on this later, in detail). As we can see, the

issue is complex and goes far beyond a list called: offer sent, goes far

beyond that.

Why do I need a CRM?
See above! Whether I am a managing director, a department head or a

sales representative talking directly to customers: I need to know when

what has happened and when to take the next steps. A CRM is my

compass through every working day. In the CRM I �nd reminders and to-

do's as well as upcoming appointments and of course e-mail addresses and

telephone numbers. From a good CRM, I can call my client directly and,

after hanging up, immediately record what was discussed, and my

colleague can look in these records if the client wants to know something

important while I am on holiday. A CRM is much more than a calendar and

a large address �le. A well-managed CRM is the heart of your company's

data and should be well looked after and maintained, just like your car

(should you have one).

Heretical question for 500: could you do your job without a phone and

calendar? How then do you manage without CRM?
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Assuming you are not an agricultural company that only sells milk to a

large dairy and has walk-in customers at the organic food shop. But even

then, there are quarterly appointments with the buyer and at some point

new price negotiations, etc.

In and with a CRM, they control their entire communication with

customers as well as the goals of their sales department and its target

planning and achievement.

Do they hold weekly or monthly meetings; surely, they do. What �gures

and data are discussed there? And more importantly, how long does it take

the CEO, the department head, and the sales team to prepare this data?

Are PowerPoints still being built, updated daily with the latest diagrams

from Excel or somewhere else? I am a salesman who started in the mid-

80s: there were still meetings with overhead transparencies - but I also

drove to the customer without a navigation system, without a mobile

phone and with a city map; to an appointment that had been made by

phone, a week in advance, by my secretary, and I received the

appointments weekly by fax.

A deal can go through these 4 stages when I close it. After that, the deal

should start in a new pipeline called, for example: Aftersales.
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The same applies here as for a gym: just buying the card does not make me

slimmer, �tter, more vital or whatever my goal is that I pursue by going to

a gym: I must go and train, preferably under expert guidance. This: under

expert guidance also applies to a CRM and it is not done with the purchase,

just as a month at the gym twice a week does not lead to the goal.

A CRM must

 be well selected
 be implemented correctly
 Have one or a small group of administrators
 Be accepted and used by the team

and these are only the most important steps to consider in general.

A CRM is like an additional team member: everyone must be able to get

along and work with this team member. I know companies that did not get

it on track for over a year that a well-chosen CRM was accepted by the

sales team in the company and was therefore not used. The company paid

for the gym, but nobody went; because they failed to explain the bene�ts

of the system be it time savings, a higher closing rate, no forgotten

appointments etc. mostly it is a combination of everything.

What CRM cannot do for me?
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This is a broad �eld. The basic idea of a CRM is to capture everything and

to automate repetitive processes to a large extent. For example, after a

customer requests basic information about my product or service, an email

is automatically generated, which is then followed up, or a follow up action

is automatically created in the customer master data to follow up by phone

2 days later or to send a second email or to do xy.

One of the main questions is: how do I currently record my data, what is

the baseline situation? If my team is already used to working with digital

technology, beyond an Excel spreadsheet, then migrating to using a CRM

will be easier than if there are only handwritten records.

What does a CRM do for me?
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In most cases, it's a combination of calendar, emails, Excel spreadsheets or

Excel to-do lists, handwritten notes and mail-lists, and maybe the

physical resubmission folder with the dividing pages from 1 to 31 for each

day of the month (yes, they'll still be around in 2022).

Therefore, it is very important to give the transformation space slowly and

not to implement and introduce all 158 things that a CRM can do

immediately, more on this later.

nothing is forgotten
Essentially, a CRM ensures that nothing is forgotten: congratulating a

reliable supplier on their birthday, contacting a new customer after

installation to generate upselling opportunities, following up promptly on

a phone call to a mailed quotation, breathing new life into a project that

was postponed 4 months ago by seeing the renewed call from my

resubmission - nothing is left to chance and no post-it is misplaced.

everything is in
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After I have created the customer data, I can assign and record everything

that happens to the customer. This requires discipline, of course, but not

as much as one would think. In good CRM I can link my email program to

the CRM: means that every email is linked to the customer, and I don't

have to plan a research expedition in my email account 3 months later to

�nd the crucial email. Of course, I have to be disciplined enough to write

down the result of a call directly, but I should have always done that. From

good CRMs, I can call the customer directly and when I hang up, the

system asks me if I want to create a note.

In this way, I have recorded every contact in the CRM: I also record the

bouquet of �owers that I send for my customer's 50th birthday here,

because the system has reminded me of it: ideally, there is a checkbox:

bouquet of �owers sent; from a multiple selection: Chocolates, wine,

book, voucher etc.

Not only do I know everything myself, but the holiday replacement can

also quickly get an idea if the clientele calls while the main advisor is on

holiday or the responsible advisor is on daddy month.

all activities are tracked
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In addition to the data, I need to ef�ciently get and stay in touch with my

customer, a CRM serves to map my sales circle; the process my customer

goes through from initial contact to deal and beyond.

Salescircle

1. First contact
2. First appointment
3. Offer
4. Negotiations
5. Deal

We all know the term: "having something in the pipeline". This pipeline is

part of my sales cycle. Every status of my customer is recorded in this

pipeline (that's why there are CRM providers with this term in their name:

it is the core, next to the data). Classic example:

Pipeline
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If all sales staff keep their customer data up to date, the sales management

can see at a glance who has how many potential deals in the pipeline and

thus control and plan the sales success and correct it if necessary.

For almost 20 years, I have worked full-time as a �nancial advisor for

various �nancial services. In my experience, most people compare the

holiday offers for 14 days in Italy or the purchase of a new toaster with

more commitment and effort than the selection of the strategy how to get

into their own home or with which bank to �nance at what conditions.

This sounds almost inconceivable and sad, but it corresponds to my

reality.

Take your time to choose a system.

Ask people who know about it.
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once the system is up and running and I have reliable data with which to

plan, it is easier to plan my goals. From the overall goal of my company, I

can then break down the overall goal step by step to the individual

employee and store it in the CRM: this way, each employee can see

whether she is currently in the planning corridor of her personal goal in

order to achieve it and, if necessary, receive bonuses. In my days in

�nancial services, there were annual targets and if 100% of the target was

achieved, there were the interesting bonuses: so, the target was actually

120% to achieve optimal returns.

The target planning
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Just as a heart patient is connected to devices, a company should monitor

the vital signs of sales and results. This is relatively dif�cult with post-it

and Excel tables. A good CRM has a cockpit in which I can see all the

relevant things on a daily basis in an overview that is as graphic as

possible, so that I can act in a targeted and early manner when the

unforeseeable occurs. We have all had new experiences in the last two

years. The top salesperson can be quarantined, and I have to have her

customers looked after by a replacement. In a CRM, I assign these

customers who need to be served NOW to one or more other people, they

are informed about it by the CRM and see their new tasks right at the

beginning of the day in their cockpit and off they go.

Monitoring
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Velocity
As mentioned above, most of the terms in this learning area are in

English. Velocity describes the circulation speed of a business opportunity.

A company can determine, as it should be with post-its, the maximum

time it may take until I send an individual offer to the potential customer

after the second appointment. Let's say it's a maximum of 4 working days.

A good CRM also measures the speci�ed velocity and tells me on day 5

that the normal throughput speed has been exceeded for this offer: Alarm

in the cockpit: monitoring has worked: I can react.
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With a good CRM, I can give the entire team jointly developed guidelines

so that each team member uses the same grid and works through the basic

process uniformly. The system stores when who sends which mail and

which activities are set based on which events. This also has the advantage

that new employees do exactly that, they know when it should be done

and how it should be done. This enables me as a leader to achieve a higher

level of discipline, which is sometimes dif�cult in a sales team because

each person is a racehorse.

Playbook
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A CRM is designed so that nothing is deleted: Data and transactions are

archived. After 3 months of use, I can see in the archive when and why

(why is entered if I don't win a deal) I could not keep a customer until the

purchase. From this I can then see which member of staff, for example,

closes the most deals in the shortest time or can support the salesperson

who loses the customer quite early on because he has room for

improvement as far as the second appointment is concerned. In this way, I

can optimally support every member of my sales team, because not

everyone needs the seminar: effective telephoning for the �rst

appointment.

The archive
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In addition to the archive, which gives me valuable information about

when I lose or fail to win which customer, an after-sales process is

absolutely necessary. Many companies do not consider either of these. It is

as if a winegrower were only interested in how many bottles he �lled after

the harvest but did not nurture and care for his vines over the year.

What happens after the deal? The customer has bought and is often never

contacted again. Even if it is a prefabricated house that I probably won't

buy again in my life, I can get 2 recommendations in the aftersales process

and sell another prefabricated house from them. However, this requires

that I ensure the customer, say after 6 months, when everything is in place

and the family is settled, to seek contact again to make sure the customer

is talking well about my brand of prefab house and to get the referrals. My

CRM reminded me because after the deal, the client got into the aftersales

pipeline that pops up 6 months after completion: visit client Kosmalski

and have aftersales conversation.

We can see that a CRM takes many things off my hands or provides

valuable results that only become transparent through the system.

Aftersales
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It's like buying a car for the �rst time or building a house for the �rst (and

usually only) time: I should do my homework or have someone at my side

who knows how to do it. When buying a car, this is still relatively easy: I'm

sure I can �nd someone who has already bought several cars and knows

what to look out for. With CRM, the situation is quite different. After

emigrating for the �rst time, I'm also smarter because I made mistakes.

But that's probably why I won't emigrate again. It's the same with the

CRM.

If I don't research well enough and decide on CRM A and 7 months later, I

realize that B and C would have been better, even though they are both a

bit more expensive, then I still won't switch off A because it simply cost

too much already and I can now also judge what resources are tied up in

implementing a CRM and that is not only money and not only time.

How do I choose a CRM?
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Of course, it is time-consuming to do research and then to examine 4

different systems in a so-called demo in order to evaluate them again and

then, with a 2-month delay, to make the wrong decision retrospectively.

But if I go to 5 car dealers, I know a little more after the 2 hours of talks

than if I buy from the dealer round the corner and don't even know

whether he is 20% above the average or 15% below.

license costs Don't be guided by alone.

Most CRMs operate on the headcount variant: I need one license per user

and this has to be paid monthly, in most cases annually in advance. But

there are many more criteria, more on that later.

Now let's just stay for a moment with the pure license costs in relation to

the effort I put into choosing my system.

My company has 10 salespeople, 2 back of�ce professionals and 2 in

management; that's a total of 14 licenses needed. Let's assume that each

license costs € 65 (this is a rough guideline, it can be lower or higher,

depending on my requirements). That's € 780 per license per year; with 14

users that comes to: € 10,920 per year and every 2 years I get 2 new

employees because the business is running.
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In 10 years, that is over 140,000 euros. It is legitimate to ask whether this

amount is justi�ed. And I am aware that no price increase is included here,

but my own service or product will probably also be more expensive in 10

years.

This de�nitely shows that it makes sense to take enough time to decide

which CRM my company will implement.

Before we can answer this question, we should consider what a CRM

brings us and on which �elds this happens.
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Price CRM mtl. Months User

65 12 14 € 10.920 Year 1

65 12 14 € 10.920 Year 2

65 12 16 € 12.480 Year 3

65 12 16 € 12.480 Year 4

65 12 18 € 14.040 Year 5

65 12 18 € 14.040 Year 6

65 12 20 € 15.600 Year 7

65 12 20 € 15.600 Year 8

65 12 22 € 17.160 Year 9

65 12 22 € 17.160 Year 10

€ 140.400
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Of course, in the �rst step the employee has more work than before. They

have to get used to the CRM system, possibly they must be trained, and

certain processes have to be recon�gured. On the other hand, it is

comparable to acquiring a moped driving license when switching from a

bicycle to a faster means of transport. The driving license is an expense

and I must get used to the moped and it also costs petrol, which is not the

case with the bicycle, but I can still keep more customer appointments in

the same amount of time because I get from A to B faster and I am not

sweaty from pedaling. At the end of the introductory phase, a CRM brings

much more bene�t than it costs in effort, because I must transfer my

appointments and notes on the customer history into some medium

anyway.

A good CRM saves each user 2-5 hours of working time per week,

regardless of the fact that the person can work more effectively and

ef�ciently and nothing is forgotten. This does not include the time I no

longer need to create reports, because I create them once in the system

and then call them up on a daily basis.

If my team works more ef�ciently and can make more sales and save

working hours that can then be used for additional activities, then every

CRM pays off.

The question is: if one person saves 2h per week, regardless of the above

points of higher ef�ciency, more turnover etc.; are 8 h saved per month

worth € 65? That is one working day per employee.
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The answer can only be yes, of course. Even if the CRM costs € 150 per

month, each hour saved would still have "cost" € 18.75. The output of an

employee should be higher than € 18.75/h.

I have spoken to project managers who have told me that if they use a

CRM, they save 5 hours per week that they now spend on creating up-to-

date reports to control and brief the various departments. In a good CRM,

I de�ne the reports once and then always have them up to date. 5h per

week, are within 200 working days: more than 25 working days;

mathematics does not lie; that is a year's holiday. This is a highly paid

executive in the company and when "gathering" �gures from different

sources, errors occur.

In the past, there was a sales meeting once a month in which our manager

spent a morning showing slides that were printed out on overhead

transparencies to the viewers' eyes; this certainly took longer than 5 hours

to prepare, not to mention the environmental aspect.
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Costs of implementing the CRM
Apart from money, there are other in�uencing factors that need to be

considered so that I can use whatever system in my company sustainably

and on a daily basis. Sustainable means here: Everyone and everything

works with it. It is of no use to me if two of my employees only

communicate by fax because they know the technology better than e-mail,

the fax machine is in the basement and 2 hours are spent every day

fetching and cataloguing the faxes. Every user needs to be on board and

preferably before I roll out a CRM system. This is one of the key points I

need to consider as a company BEFORE rolling out a CRM.

In addition to cost, there are several other factors to consider. As we said,

most CRMs are based on a monthly per-user cost model and over 80% of

these are paid annually in advance; some also offer a monthly payment

option, but more on license costs later. Of course, the license costs depend

on the provider and the scope of the tool, but we will �rst look in detail at

the other parameters, which then already exclude some providers.

Selection criteria of a CRM
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This acceptance can be ensured through different measures. There are

companies that only pay out travel expenses if all data is in the system:

this is a kind of gentle coercion that not everyone likes but solves the

"problem". Tying the use of a CRM to "consequences" should always be

only Plan B.

It is cleverer to talk to all employees in advance and to communicate

clearly what advantages the company expects from the introduction of the

CRM:

 better overview
 better predictability
 better support for employees
 no overlooking of important developments
 early correction possibility in the running process
 all data always up to date🡺 fewer meetings
 time saving by the individual
 to name but a few...

It must be made clear to the staff that it is not about control, but about

promotion. If there is an Excel list, control is also possible. Especially in

sales, I am always tracked and controlled.

I cannot underestimate the factor of user acceptance. In my observation, it

depends a lot on the level the team comes from: at what level and how

intensively digital processes are already used daily.

User acceptance
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Almost all good CRMs work with roles within the system, which means

that not every user is allowed to do everything. For example, a trainee

should only have so-called read rights, but not be allowed to change

anything. This ensures that "nothing gets shot up". Good CRMs also allow

�elds to be rede�ned within the system: this is supervised and monitored

by the administrator, because not every person in Sales should de�ne his

or her own �elds, because then nothing would be uniform. It is bene�cial if

in week 17 you realize that an additional �eld Z makes absolute sense:

then everyone has this new �eld (after it has been created) and everyone

works in the same way.

It can also be important which languages the administrator speaks, as

some CRMs only offer a lot of additional know-how in English and

intensive customer support is often only offered in English.... If I speak

English, I am 98% on the safe side in the CRM universe.
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This person should be established in the company from the outset and

have certain basic digital skills that are already "installed". Of course, a new

system must be learned �rst and there are introductory training courses

for many systems, but the person administering the system should

basically already be familiar with the topic.

The administrator is the core of the system, administers the

implementation and sets up the CRM as the company needs it.

In addition to expertise, this also ties up manpower that is missing in daily

operations and may have to be replaced. This administrative effort is

naturally highest in the implementation phase and then decreases rapidly

when the CRM is in daily use. The administrator assigns rights and

"builds" the CRM as it is needed, if it is not just a pure address

management system in which I enter contacts, calendar appointments

and e-mail addresses: I don't need an administrator for that.

No matter who intervenes in the back of�ce of the CRM, this person

should also have a backup in any case: Holiday, illness, new love in

Argentina... This also needs to be considered and it is best to train all

involved admin staff right at the beginning so that no loss of knowledge

transfer occurs.

Administrator
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This also rules out the possibility that notes are �led by person A in place

X and by person B in place Y and when person C is on holiday replacement

and searches in place Y, he �nds nothing there because he has got used to

place X himself.

Training is usually paid per day, and it is possible to train up to 20

employees in one session. This means that with a cost rate of, let's say, €

1,800 per day, I can have my team of 18 employees trained for this

amount. With 18 licenses, the € 1,800,- is of course not as signi�cant in

relative terms as if I only have 2 licenses; nevertheless, every driver should

have a license.

Not to train the users from a professional side is to save money at the

wrong end.
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There are "large" systems that require their own full-time administrator;

on the one hand, this should be well considered, on the other hand, these

are deployments in companies with more than 150 employees: it makes

sense to staff the administration in a regular backup version.

Installation costs
Large systems hardly need any installation today either, as licenses are

simply activated from the cloud. Of course, there are also providers whose

CRM the company pays for once (several thousand €), but then does not

have to make any further payments. With systems that are activated by a

one-time payment, an installation is to be expected. This results in the

absolute necessity of how I ensure that my data has a reasonable backup.

Of course, it doesn't make sense to bring in someone from outside who

can operate the software but doesn't know the internal processes.

 Expertise
 Time expenditure
 Manpower (during this time the person does not carry out his or her
actual activity)
 Language skills, especially English

This results in the following small checklist for the person of the

administrator:

Customizing
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These days, when I run a CRM from a cloud provider, the backup is

answered by the existence of the cloud and in the worst-case scenario I

lose data one day.

Backup

Updates
This immediately implies the question of what happens with updates: is

the system adapted to new developments once a year and, if so, is this

subject to a charge? It is of little use to me if after 3 years I have a system

that is absolutely no longer up to date.
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Training costs
For more than three years I worked for a global player CRM and was

responsible for Europe (the knowledge must come from somewhere) and

the experience is as follows: the customers who do not consume training

use their CRM less and are more dif�cult to keep as customers. This is

perfectly logical, because a good CRM, regardless of the provider, is

complex and cannot be used overnight; even the simplest address

management programs require training. If I learn to drive and teach

myself and simply do not know that there is more than �rst gear, let alone

reverse gear, I will only drive my car at a maximum of 20 km/h: this is

clearly better than walking (especially if it is raining), yet I still fall well

short of what my car can do.

If I as a company implement a CRM, then I should also ensure that my

admin and my sales team know everything about the system so that it can

be used in the best possible way. Another 'side effect' of training is that all

employees are introduced to the system in the same way and therefore use

it in the same way.
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This is where the wheat is separated from the chaff in the provider jungle.

This is one of the most important points I have to think about as a

company BEFORE I purchase and install a CRM:

are the �elds and input options "ex works" enough for me or do I want to

be able to adapt the system to my individual requirements?

If I want to be able to adapt the system, which is always a good idea,

because a system should adapt to the conditions in the company and not

the processes in the company to a system, then I should choose a CRM

that is customizable. The question then arises as to whether I have the

know-how in-house, e.g., after training by the provider, or whether I need

a certi�ed specialist as with Sales Force or Microsoft Dynamics (to name

the two biggest players here), which is of course associated with additional

costs; unless I employ an employee in my ranks who already has these

skills.

If the know-how is not available in-house, then there is a frequently taken

"additional route": I "buy" the things that I want to have customized from

the provider. Apart from the costs, this is usually associated with waiting

times.

Therefore, I should look at the solutions in question speci�cally on this

point in order to avoid follow-up costs if I have to adapt my system to new

requirements in the future and do not have the knowledge in the

company. It is always better to have an administrator in the company who

can also intervene in the structure of the CRM.
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Now this is a tricky business. Example: You want to create Youtube videos

yourself and think to yourself: if I invest € 3,000 in good equipment, I'll get

there. Lighting, background, camera, sound, video editing program; just to

name the obvious parts. With a little research you then realize that only a

good camera costs close to or more than € 3,000. This then leads to the

consideration: do I do it half-heartedly with my 3k budget and then I can

also create Youtube videos? Of course, this is possible with this budget - 3k

is also money. OR do I do something sensible right away and increase my

budget?

Before you get confused by prices: take your time and de�ne the needs

your CRM has to ful�l. It should be signi�cantly better than the Excel or

whatever solution you have now.

Budget
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This is like the question: how much does a website cost? Of course, the

friend of a friend's nephew will make you a website for under € 1,000, but

is that the site you want?

Do your research and de�ne exactly what the CRM system must be able to

do and what is nice to have. Then you can draw up an approximate budget

and then you can go on the search: here, too, you should take your time

and be meticulous.

Wikipedia states: Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is an accounting method

designed to help consumers and businesses estimate all the costs incurred

by capital goods (such as software and hardware in IT ). The idea is to

obtain a statement that includes not only the acquisition costs , but all

aspects of the subsequent use (energy costs, repair and maintenance ) of

the components in question. Thus, known cost drivers or even hidden

costs can possibly be identi�ed in advance of an investment decision. The

most important basis for further understanding of TCO is the distinction

between direct and indirect costs.

T e TCO method was developed in 1987 by Bill Kirwin, Research Director

of the consulting �rm Gartner Inc. on behalf of Microsoft. 

h

One could write a separate book about this point, which is considerably

more extensive than this e-book.

Total cost of ownership
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The consideration of costs beyond the purchase price can be traced back to

1927/28 and was mentioned by Borsodi (1927) and Harriman (1928) in the

context of purchasing and supplier selection.

So, we see that this idea is not entirely new, yet this way of looking at

things is completely alien to most companies.

The TCO should be taken into consideration for all major purchases. A

small example: A whirlpool does not cost € 1,200. A whirlpool causes high

energy costs, water costs and costs for maintaining the water quality:

�lter, PH value powder, antibacterial liquid etc. and then there is the time I

must spend to clean the whirlpool regularly and what else I need for this:

sponges, space, etc. The one-off purchase costs are not enough. How good

is the water pump that the whirlpool comes with, how will the spare parts

situation be in 3 years, etc.?
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Especially with a CRM, I have to look at the overall picture from a meta

perspective. This also implies that I must think about which processes run

in my company and how I want them to be mapped. How what when

results in more detail when I think about which features my CRM must be

able to have. Of course, this requires that I am aware of any features, such

as velocity. What I don't know, I can't buy.

Ask any company that is "married" to SAP. Apart from the satisfaction,

they all agree that a change, wherever it may be, is simply out of the

question because the effort - and this does not only concern the costs of

another system - is simply too high.

This means that the considerations that come before acquiring a CRM

system are very complex. It is not simply done with saying: we have to go

digital and exchange our Excel lists for a CRM. This decision has a lasting

and sustainable impact on my company and how it works.
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"It is very dif�cult to develop products for target groups. Very often

people don't even know what they want - until you show it to

them." Steve Jobs
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Here I list a few central features that make sense from my point of view. Of

course, there are many more, and depending on the provider, not all of

them are available, and of course there are features that providers offer

that are not included here; it would be beyond the scope of this article to

look at all the features.

An average good CRM can do 223 things. 30 of which almost every user

probably needs and 30 others that not every user needs but you do. The

163 other things a CRM can do you don't need in the �rst step, maybe

later or never. Excel can also do very very very much: the average user may

use 3% of the possibilities Excel offers and an absolute thoroughbred

professional who teaches Excel at university can probably operate 72% but

uses much less in daily use.

Features of a CRM

What am I trying to say? Software can usually do more than the user

actually uses, that's always the case.
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And here we go: does the CRM, for example, automatically link the social

media pro�le of a record (the basis here can be the email address) or do I

not need this because my customers are rarely on LinkedIn?

The key to a CRM is to have up-to-date and constantly available customer

data. This goes beyond name, surname, address, email and telephone

number.

Address management

If the system can capture more than one email, do I need separate delivery

and billing addresses? How many data �elds do I need to enter my

contacts and how much effort does it take to enter new ones, see above.
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Smartphoneapp
Does my sales team need the data on their smartphones because they are

in the �eld a lot? Example: at 4pm my lead salesperson has an on-site

meeting with one of the 5 biggest customers. Current problem: a large

invoice is overdue, and no payment has been received yet, as of 9:00 a.m.

At 3:50 p.m., the salesperson arrives at the customer's site and checks the

customer's invoice status in real time on her smartphone. In the

meantime, the invoice has been noted as paid because the back of�ce has

entered the payment received into the system. It will be a different

conversation than if the invoice was still open. Real-time in the cloud

technology absolutely has its advantages.

The question is: is the CRM also available as an app, if that's what I need,

and how good is the app? Is there an additional cost for using the CRM in

app form?

I know users who run their CRM entirely on an iPad, assuming that there

is an appealing application.
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Calendar synchronization
This should be guaranteed: I arrange the next online meeting with my

customer and note this in my calendar (whichever system you prefer;

experience shows that Outlook is the undisputed top dog here), this

appointment should also pop up immediately in the CRM and be recorded.

The basic approach is to enter an item only once in one place and not to

keep two calendars, for example.

Of course, each appointment should be able to be assigned to each

customer and noted in the customer history.
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Every email must not only be in my email system, but also in the CRM - no

matter whether I wrote the email from the CRM or whether it was written

in my email client. There is almost nothing worse than having to pick out

the one important email in 246 emails where the crucial document was

attached. A good CRM lets me see all the emails in the customer history

and what I'm looking for will quickly reveal itself.

A CRM without calendar and email synchronization makes no

sense.

E-mail synchronization
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Another core element of a CRM are appointments and tasks. Calendar

entries and tasks to be done, such as sending a brochure or following up at

a certain time in the future, must be easy to record.

Dates and tasks
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Reminder
The point of a CRM is not only to capture all the data, I also need to be

reminded automatically at the appropriate time. At the beginning of the

day, it must pop up:

9:00 Online meeting with SA Hubertus KG

13:00 Lunch with Herbert at the golden Palace

today's tasks:

Get �owers for the day after tomorrow for System Innovation

Call Kastle: Discuss offer for 100 non-drip potholders

Forgotten things from the past should pop up until they are done.

Upcoming things should also always be displayed; perhaps I already had

time to order the �owers yesterday and could mark this as done yesterday.

Reminders should also be repeatable, e.g., if I am in contact with my most

important customers once a quarter, then I always set myself the 8th of

the second month in the quarter and never forget this again.
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Every call with a customer should be recorded, even those where I did not

reach the person. This activity is simpli�ed if it is possible to call the

customer directly from the CRM by dialing the stored telephone number

and then I can track the call with a short note.

Phone calls
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We have already mentioned that. In the customer history, all touch points

with the customer are listed: every phone call, every e-mail, every

appointment, every sending of a Christmas present, everything -

otherwise my CRM system makes no sense. The question should be: if I

hand over my entire business to a new owner tomorrow: will he have all

the relevant information about the customers, or do I have to be called 5

times a week because certain information is only in my brain? This can pay

off in cash when selling because complete documentation is included.

Planning future activities
From all this, I can plan my day, my week, my month, and my year. as a

leader, I can see who phoned whom when and how often, and if a person

falls in love in Argentina, this knowledge of the customer history is not

lost.

Customer history
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Reports
a CRM lives from the fact that I can pull reports on every possible scenario

in my company.

Each pipeline is documented here daily, subdivided by departments and

federal states, etc.

The respective target achievement per division, per quarter, per employee

can be read off. The great advantage is that I compile such a report once,

i.e., set the parameters that are important once, and thus I always have

everything for the future literally at my �ngertips. This fact alone makes a

CRM almost invaluable for most managers because I can only steer my

ship if I know where I am, which way the wind is blowing, where I want to

get to and by when, and which part of the way I have already covered.
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IBM has coined the term war room. It comes from the old term in which

the troop movements of one's own armed forces and those of the enemy

were shown and moved on large maps; we know this from old �lms.

Translated into modern times, this is a meeting in which each member of

the sales team reports where they currently stand with which customer,

how good the expectations for a deal are and what help they may need. In

such a meeting, the respective pipeline of each employee is shown and

discussed individually. If I make sure that this data is always correct and up

to date, I can check the direction of my sales ship daily and thus make one

or two meetings completely super�uous.
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A lead is the basic possibility to get a new customer. Example: I was at a

trade fair and have 55 business cards from 55 conversations. I see 35 of

them as interesting: we should talk to these prospects in the future. The

35 leads created from this data are distributed among 5 employees: quite

fairly: each gets 7 leads. Now my salespeople get going and qualify the

leads. It turns out that of the 35, an initial meeting could be arranged with

27. These leads now become opportunities: we talk to the customer. This

results in a conversation rate of 77.14% (very good). This means that over

77% of the leads were turned into opportunities. I can track the results of

every trade fair by giving separately sources for the leads.

Now the journey continues: I record who I lose where and why, and at the

end of the pipeline I have my deals let's say 19 out of 35, which is still

54.29%. This leads to the conclusion that the trade fair stand has paid off

if I calculate the costs of the stand, the travel expenses of the employees

and the fact that they were blocked for the duration of the trade fair.

Furthermore, I found out that partial payment is a big issue for many

customers and that I should possibly look for a payment processor for this.

This is the artery of every CRM. I can see how many business

opportunities I have at the start.

From lead to deal
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We see that, when used correctly, a CRM can bring many, far-reaching

insights that can be used to generate more sales and further develop

products or services in a more targeted way.

The archive
Basically, no record should ever be deleted in a CRM, except duplicates. if a

transaction is closed, then it is archived. A process is also closed if I have

lost a customer on the way from lead to deal.

I can draw some really revealing conclusions from this:

Example: I have 3 members of my team who are fundamentally different

from the others:

1. The high performer with a graduation rate above 80%.
2. the one who is good at making �rst appointments, but drops

signi�cantly from the second appointment onwards
3. the one that works well but loses many prospects shortly before the

end

I don't know all this from an Excel spreadsheet because it doesn't have an

archive for lost opportunities. My archive generates this data. It also asks

why a deal was lost prematurely:

 too expensive
 no budget
 wrong time
 product does not come in green
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on average, a team member has 9 appointments per week and the

completion rate is 56.78% on average. We'll talk about the median being

more meaningful another time.

Because A has over 80% closing rate, he gets away with 6 appointments

per week - in that sense, this person is "lazy". True to the motto: "a good

horse only jumps as high as it has to".

B cannot make second appointments.

C has a �nishing weakness.

I only see all this because I meticulously record all data (including the

"losses").

What lessons do I learn from this now?

I can now support each team member in a targeted way. These 3 don't

need telephone training, which everyone else does because they don't

have enough �rst appointments: they have enough �rst appointments.

I send B along with C and they teach me how to make second

appointments. B and A teach C how to optimize closings.

From my reports I now know the following:
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I make the following calculation with A: if he makes the 9 appointments

per week that everyone else does, he earns XY more (that's 12

appointments per month, so 120 appointments per year (we also have

holidays). If necessary, A gets an extra goodie because she is the best sales

assistant I've ever had.

So we see what conclusions I can draw from a good CRM, with data that I

don't otherwise have.

This is comparable to looking at the bottles of wine that have been �lled,

without considering how well the vineyard is cared for by the respective

tenant. I recognize the care of the vineyard from my CRM data.

Now a few features that make sense but are not offered by all providers:

Often the person who is interested in your product (or service) is not the

person who ends up signing the cheque: but we need to talk to both. Here

it helps to record exactly who has what position and status in the

company, the so-called business center. Here I can see (if I have recorded

it) who is responsible and if necessary, there is an advisor without whom

no decision is made. Then it should be ensured that this advisor is also "on

board" at the latest when the offer is sent out.

My biggest challenge in sales is often: am I talking to the right person?

Business center
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How well is my current sales process set up? How �t is my company? There

are different approaches to measure this. For example, I can record

whether all past tasks have been completed for an opportunity, whether

an activity is planned for the future. If no activity is planned for the future,

no one currently has this customer relationship on their radar, or it

doesn't come back on the radar because no activity is planned. And is the

opportunity still on time? This means: have I already reached the

scheduled date of the deal, or do I still have time?

If I can see a �tness to my data, I can take corrective action at an early

stage: as a sales employee, as a department head or as a CEO.

Fitness
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Is there a planning view where I can see at a glance what's coming up:

deadlines, development, when something important is due, what was

forgotten yesterday, is everything on track?

As mentioned above: if I had had something like an overview cockpit in my

�nancial services days, many a deal would have been added.

This is only a rough overview of the providers, there are over 600 providers

of CRM systems on the market. here the usual suspects are highlighted.

But maybe I won't buy a new DVD player from Tamafuhki either, but rather

from the well-known providers, even if Tamafuhki only costs half as

much...

This list is not a hit parade, but simply arranged by market presence, the

oldest system �rst, the newest last.

Almost every provider offers the possibility of a free trial period. You

should take this time and plan for it. If I buy my test ticket today, I should

also be occupied with the matter several times in the next few days, or the

person who does this for me.

I fundamentally advise against free versions, as a free version does not

cover the professional requirements of a good CRM.

Cockpit

Provider
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Furthermore, you can often arrange a so-called demo: a person from the

company then demonstrates the respective software to me. It's best to

book and consume three demos, then you will understand what is

important and makes sense for your company.

Bitrix24 1998 https://www.bitrix24.com

Zoho 2005 https://www.zoho.com

Hubspot 2006 https://www.hubspot.com

Microsoft Dynamics 2008 https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/

Pipedrive 2010 https://www.pipedrive.com

Freshsales – Freshworks 2010 https://www.freshworks.com

Pipeliner 2011 https://www.pipelinersales.com

Salesforce 1999 https://www.salesforce.com

Superof�ce 1991 https://www.superof�ce.com

Keap 2001 https://www.keap.com

onepage 2010 https://www.onepagecrm.com

Streak 2011 https://www.streak.com

Monday 2012 https://monday.com/en

https://www.bitrix24.com/
https://www.zoho.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/
https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://www.pipedrive.com/
https://www.freshworks.com/
https://www.pipelinersales.com/
https://www.salesforce.com/
https://www.superoffice.com/
https://www.pipedrive.com/
https://www.pipedrive.com/
https://www.pipedrive.com/
https://www.streak.com/
https://monday.com/en
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All information has been carefully checked, but is provided without

warranty as the contents are subject to change.
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